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QUESTION 1

A company needs to distribute firmware updates to its customers around the world. 

Which service will allow easy and secure control of the access to the downloads at the lowest cost? 

A. Use Amazon CloudFront with signed URLs for Amazon S3. 

B. Create a dedicated Amazon CloudFront Distribution for each customer. 

C. Use Amazon CloudFront with AWS Lambda@Edge. 

D. Use Amazon API Gateway and AWS Lambda to control access to an S3 bucket. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer registered an AWS Lambda function as a target for an Application Load Balancer (ALB) using a CLI
command. However, the Lambda function is not being invoked when the client sends requests through the ALB. Why is
the Lambda function not being invoked? 

A. A Lambda function cannot be registered as a target for an ALB. 

B. A Lambda function can be registered with an ALB using AWS Management Console only. 

C. The permissions to invoke the Lambda function are missing. 

D. Cross-zone is not enabled on the ALB. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization is storing large files in Amazon S3, and is writing a web application to display meta-data about the files
to end-users. Based on the metadata a user selects an object to download. The organization needs a mechanism to
index the files and provide single-digit millisecond latency retrieval for the metadata. 

What AWS service should be used to accomplish this? 

A. Amazon DynamoDB 

B. Amazon EC2 

C. AWS Lambda 

D. Amazon RDS 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A developer is creating a new REST API by using Amazon API Gateway and AWS Lambda. The development team
tests the API and validates responses for the known use cases before deploying the API to the production environment. 

The developer wants to make the REST API available for testing by using API Gateway locally. 

Which AWS Serverless Application Model Command Line Interface (AWS SAM CLI) subcommand will meet these
requirements? 

A. Sam local invoke 

B. Sam local generate-event 

C. Sam local start-lambda 

D. Sam local start-api 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company hosts a client-side web application for one of its subsidiaries on Amazon S3. The web application can be
accessed through Amazon CloudFront from https://www.example.com. After a successful rollout, the company wants to
host three more client-side web applications for its remaining subsidiaries on three separate S3 buckets. 

To achieve this goal, a developer moves all the common JavaScript files and web fonts to a central S3 bucket that
serves the web applications. However, during testing, the developer notices that the browser blocks the JavaScript files
and web fonts. 

What should the developer do to prevent the browser from blocking the JavaScript files and web fonts? 

A. Create four access points that allow access to the central S3 bucket. Assign an access point to each web application
bucket. 

B. Create a bucket policy that allows access to the central S3 bucket. Attach the bucket policy to the central S3 bucket. 

C. Create a cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) configuration that allows access to the central S3 bucket. Add the
CORS configuration to the central S3 bucket. 

D. Create a Content-MD5 header that provides a message integrity check for the central S3 bucket. Insert the Content-
MD5 header for each web application request. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/cors.html 

Using cross-origin resource sharing (CORS): 
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Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) defines a way for client web applications that are loaded in one domain to
interact with resources in a different domain. 
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